
 

 

 

ERASMUS + KA2 - SCHOOL EDUCATION 

Contract Number 2017-1-ΕL01-ΚΑ201-036148 

“BRINGING EUROPE HOME AT SCHOOL” 

 

Kindergarten “Māllēpīte”_Latvia: 

 

«Day of Languages» in Kindergarten 
 

1. Class/Classes to which the action is addressed:  

 

Preschool – 6/7 years old children  

 

2. Stimulus/trigger: 

  

To learn new words in a different language (greeting words such as HELLO, HI, 

CHEERS, GOOD MORNING ext.) that children speak in other European countries. To 

learn how many of these words they have heard before.  

 

3. To which students’ need does the specific action correspond?  

 

The specific action will correspond to students’ communication and socialization needs. 

Also, it will push students to look out of the box and to explore the language world 

outside their comfort zone, will enhance and boost confidence in making new 

conversations in a different language.    

 

4. Aims:  

 

To develop students’ knowledge in the rich diversity of Europe.  

To raise empathy and tolerance for different cultures around the Europe. 

To introduce the joy of learning new language. 

 

5. Connection of the activity to the existing curriculum or the common relevant 

school activities of the specific class:  
 

To raise awareness of diversity in Europe and of cultural differences. To develop social 

responsibility, as well as to enhance cooperation and socialization skills. 

 

6. Duration (total school hours):  

 

3 – 2 hours in the morning, 1 hour in the afternoon 

 

7. Methods and materials used: 

 

Map of Europe. 



Flashcards of countries, greeting words, traditional costumes. 

Projector to show video. Video camera to record the video at the end.  

Individual, pair and team work. 

 

8. 1st phase (preparation) (activities, tools):  

 

Meeting with other teachers, brainstorming. Choosing countries that will be introduced to 

students, searching and gathering information. Finding the greeting song video. Creating 

flashcards of countries, words, traditional costumes. 

 

9. 2nd phase (implementation) (activities, tools):  

 

Welcoming children by singing the greeting song, that will contain greeting words in 

different languages. Discussions on these words - has anyone ever heard or knows any of 

these words? 

Exploring the map of Europe, looking for the countries. 

Adding the greeting words to the countries in the map. 

Adding the different traditional costumes to the map. 

Playing find the right spot game – running to the country (country posters around the 

room) 

Working in pairs putting together flashcards of country, greeting word, traditional 

costume. 

Working in groups – discussions on common and uncommon things. Looking at 

differences between Latvia and other European countries. 

Students individually create flashcards about Latvia. Afterwards share them with each 

other 

Creating our greeting song to other children around Europe.   

 

                  
  

 

10. How did you manage to cooperate with other teachers – classes – schools – bodies 

– partners?  
 

We worked together to create the materials and activities for the students. We 

brainstormed to find the best things to reach the aim.  

Some of the activities were also introduced to other groups of students. 

 

11. Report – Evaluation – Results  

 

Children learnt new information about Europe, languages and cultural differences. 

Looked at the similarities and differences between countries. 



 Created greeting song for children around Europe. 

 

 

 


